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Electrochemical properties of vertically aligned
graphenes: tailoring heterogeneous electron
transfer through manipulation of the carbon
microstructure†
Dale A. C. Brownson, *a Alejandro Garcia-Miranda Ferrari, a Subrata Ghosh,
Mohammed Kamruddin,b Jesús Iniestad and Craig E. Banks *a

bc

The electrochemical response of diﬀerent morphologies (microstructures) of vertically aligned graphene
(VG) conﬁgurations is reported. Electrochemical properties are analysed using the outer-sphere redox
probes

Ru(NH3)62+/3+

(RuHex)

and

N,N,N0 ,N0 -tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine

(TMPD),

with

performances de-convoluted via accompanying physicochemical characterisation (Raman, TEM, SEM,
AFM and XPS). The VG electrodes are fabricated using an electron cyclotron resonance chemical vapour
deposition (ECR-CVD) methodology, creating vertical graphene with a range of diﬀering heights, spacing
and edge plane like-sites/defects (supported upon underlying SiO2/Si). We correlate the electrochemical
reactivity/response of these novel VG conﬁgurations with the level of edge plane sites (%-edge)
comprising their structure and calculate corresponding heterogeneous electron transfer (HET) rates, k0.
Taller VG structures with more condensed layer stacking (hence a larger global coverage of exposed
edge plane sites) are shown to exhibit improved HET kinetics, supporting the claims that edge plane sites
are the predominant source of electron transfer in carbon materials. A measured k0eﬀ of ca. 4.00 
103 cm s1 (corresponding to an exposed surface coverage of active edge plane like-sites/defects (%
qedge) of 1.00%) was evident for the tallest and most closely stacked VG sample, with the inverse case
true, where a VG electrode possessing large inter-aligned-graphene spacing and small ﬂake heights
exhibited only 0.08% of % qedge and a k0eﬀ value one order of magnitude slower at ca. 3.05  104 cm
s1. Control experiments are provided with conventional CVD (horizontal) grown graphene and the edge
plane of highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (EPPG of HOPG), demonstrating that the novel VG electrodes
exhibit ca. 3 faster k0 than horizontal CVD graphene. EPPG exhibited the fastest HET kinetics, exhibiting
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ca. 2 larger k0 than the best VG. These results are of signiﬁcance to those working in the ﬁeld of 2D-
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carbon electrochemistry and materials scientists, providing evidence that the macroscale
electrochemical response of carbon-based electrodes is dependent on the edge plane content and
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showing that a range of structural conﬁgurations can be employed for tailored properties and applications.

Introduction

without heteroatom contamination) in 2004;1 possessing
a larger surface area and reported electron conductivity values
greater than graphite or carbon nanotubes (CNTs). In electrochemical studies, graphene has been extensively explored due
to its chemical stability, wide potential windows, benecial
surface chemistry,2,3 and given that it has been shown to
outperform the traditional noble metals4–6 and carbon-based
materials7–10 when used as an electrode. The electrochemical
properties of graphene have been reported recently to be
dependent upon its ake/lateral size,11–13 the number of stacked
layers,14,15 its manufacturing process and resultant defect and
contaminant content,6,16,17 and by its geometry/structure.18–20 In
terms of general electrochemical reactivity at 2D carbon nanomaterials, there is an on-going debate encompassing both
computational and experimental studies, exploring the electron

Graphene has attracted the interest of scientists since its
isolation as “pristine graphene” (i.e. single layer graphene
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transfer properties of edge plane like-sites/defects21–25 and
basal/terrace planes,26,27 with some contradictory reports as to
the respective electrocatalytic properties.
Originally, graphene's large-scale production was possible
only in its bulk form (as solvent suspended nano-platelets),
which is known to be from top-down synthesis methods such
as the chemical/thermal oxidation and subsequent reduction of
graphene oxide or by using physical/chemical exfoliation; all of
which result in highly defective graphene structures that are
usually abundant in contaminants (such as residual C/O groups
and/or surfactant or metallic impurities).28–32 Bottom-up fabrication routes, such as Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) lead
to large scale and higher quality horizontal graphene lms,33–35
but were initially limited due to the underlying catalyst support
structure used during synthesis and the small quantities/areas
available. In recent years however, the use of roll-to-roll
manufacturing technologies and advancements in the understanding of transfer processes has allowed the large-scale
production of high quality ‘pristine’ graphene to be realised36–38 and subsequently explored for its electrochemical
performance; with important insights gained.
Given the current knowledge of ‘pristine’ graphene in electrochemistry and the large number of studies indicating edge
plane like-sites/defects are the predominant origin of fast
electron transfer in 2D carbon materials, CVD grown vertical
aligned graphene (VG) is positioned as a promising candidate to
take advantage of superior electrocatalytic properties or its
structural formation.39–42 Moreover, its electrochemical performance, when contrasted to that of horizontal graphene lms,
will give rise to further insight into the ongoing edge vs. basal
plane debate. A VG electrode structure is comprised of graphene
sheets grown perpendicular/vertically to the supporting
substrate, generating an interconnected network of chemically
bonded graphene and exposing edge plane like-sites/defects.
Previously, VG has been reported to exhibit superior reaction
kinetics and mass transport capabilities when compared to
graphene foams, which was attributed to its high proportion of
exposed and accessible edge plane like-sites/defects.43–45
In all of the above literature reporting VG there is no reported
correlation with electrochemical and physicochemical characterisation nor with relevant controls, such as HOPG and CVD
grown (horizontal) graphene. Consequently, in this paper we
report diﬀerent structural compositions of a range of VG electrodes and their respective electrochemical properties (heterogeneous electron transfer, HET, kinetics). The VG electrodes are
synthesised using varied substrate–plasma source distances in
an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) chemical vapour deposition (CVD) method, resulting in changes to the height,
spacing and edge density of the VG and allowing a systematic
study to reveal important and fundamental insights into the
source of active reaction sites and fast electron transport pathways. Appropriate control experiments with horizontal graphene and EPPG are reported and conrm that the edge plane
like-sites/defects are the principal source of fast electron
transfer kinetics in graphitic materials when explored on the
macroscale.
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Experimental section
All chemicals used were of analytical grade and were used as
received from Sigma-Aldrich without any further purication.
All solutions were prepared with deionised water of resistivity
not less than 18.2 MU cm and were vigorously degassed prior to
electrochemical measurements with high purity, oxygen free
nitrogen.
Voltammetric measurements were performed using an ‘Autolab PGSTAT 101’ (Metrohm Autolab, The Netherlands) potentiostat. All measurements were conducted using a three-electrode
system. The edge plane pyrolytic graphite (EPPG) working electrode (Le Carbone, Ltd. Sussex, UK) was machined into a 4.9 mm
diameter, with the disc face parallel to the edge plane as required
from a slab of highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG: highest
grade available; SPI-1, equivalent to Union Carbide's ZYA grade,
with a lateral grain size, La of 1–10 mm and 0.4  0.1 mosaic
spread). A platinum wire and a saturated calomel electrode (SCE)
were used as counter and reference electrodes respectively.
The vertically aligned graphene (VG) supported on SiO2/Si
substrates to be used as electrodes were synthesised using an
electron cyclotron resonance chemical vapour deposition (ECRCVD) method using an Ar (20 sccm and 200 W microwave power
for 10 min) pre-cleaning step, followed by a partial vacuum with
a ow of 5 sccm of CH4 (5 N purity) and 25 sccm of Ar (3 N purity) at
800  C for 30 minutes. Last, an annealing step at 800  C for 30
minutes without plasma was performed, aer which the samples
were le to cool down to room temperature naturally. Further
details are reported in ref. 46 and 47. The deposition targetsubstrates are placed between 10, 20, 30 and 40 cm below the
plasma source, resulting in the samples named V1Graphene, V2Graphene, V3Graphene and V4Graphene respectively; and consequently in VGs of diﬀerent structures in terms of height and
density/spacing.
The CVD grown mono- and quasi-‘graphene’ samples utilised
herein were commercially obtained from ‘Graphene Supermarket’ (Reading, MA, USA)48 and consist of various congurations of chemical vapour deposition (CVD) grown ‘graphene’
lms that are supported on SiO2/Si substrates and are horizontal in nature. Variables include a monolayer graphene lm
and a few-layer graphene lm (comprising on average 4graphene-layers, termed quasi-graphene). Full details of physicochemical characterisation of the batch samples is available
(as is common practice in the literature) and reported in
previous works from our research group.14,49,50
The ‘CVD grown graphene’ working electrodes were placed
in a bespoke PTFE electrochemical cell, which exposes
a working area diameter of 4.9 mm, as previously described
within our group's research; for full details along with gures
depicting the experimental set-up please see ref. 14.
Where stated, the eﬀective heterogeneous electron transfer
(HET) rate constant, k0eﬀ, was determined utilising a method
developed by Nicholson,51 applicable for quasi-reversible
systems using the following equation:52 j ¼ k0eﬀ[(pDnvF)/(RT)]1/
2
; where j is a kinetic parameter, D is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient (D
¼ 9.1  106 cm2 s1 for Ru(NH3)62+/3+ in 0.1 M KCl supporting
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electrolyte;53,54 D ¼ 6.32  106 cm2 s1 for N,N,N0 ,N0 -tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine (TMPD) in 0.1 M KCl supporting
electrolyte53), n is the number of electrons involved in the
process, F is the Faraday constant, R the gas constant and T the
temperature. The kinetic parameter, j, is tabulated as a function of peak-to-peak separation (DEP) at a set temperature (298
K) for a one-step, one electron process (where the transfer
coeﬃcient, a ¼ 0.5).55 The function of DEP, which ts Nicholson's data, for practical usage (rather than producing
a working curve) is given by: j ¼ (0.6288 + 0.0021X)/(1 
0.017X), where X ¼ DEP is used to determine k0eﬀ as a function of
DEP from the experimentally recorded voltammetry.56 Note that
all k0eﬀ values were deduced over the scan rate range of 15–
400 mV s1.
Within this electrochemical study, RuHex and TMPD were
chosen due to them being outer-sphere electron transfer redox
probes, dependent only on the electronic structure (DoS) of
carbon based electrode materials and thus are the best probes
to use when characterising carbon surfaces.53,57,58 A method for
deducing/relating the percentage edge plane coverage (% qedge)
of a given carbon/graphitic-based electrode relative to the k0eﬀvalue obtained can be applied when utilising outer-sphere
systems (where the response is dependent only on the population of edge plane like-sites/defects (DoS)) and has been reported previously.12,25,52,55

Fig. 1
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The samples were investigated for their physicochemical
characterisation by Raman spectroscopy (NRS-5100 by Jasco
coupled with a confocal microscope (50 objective) spectrometer with a laser at 532 nm excitation at a very low power level to
avoid heating eﬀects), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM,
JSM-540 by JEOL with EDX microanalysis), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM; JEM-2010 by JEOL equipped with an Xray detector for EDX microanalysis (Oxford, Inca Energy TEM
100)), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM, Dimension 3100 by Veeco
with a NanoScope V controller and NanoScope soware v1.4)
and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS, K-Alpha by Thermo
Scientic using a Al-Ka radiation (1486.6 eV), monochromatised
by a twin crystal monochromator, yielding a focused X-ray spot
with a diameter of 400 mm, at 3 mA  12 kV. The alpha hemispherical analyser was operated in the constant energy mode
with survey scan pass energies of 200 eV to measure the whole
energy band and 50 eV in a narrow scan to selectively measure
the particular element). A digital goniometer equipped with
a dispensing needle and respective soware (DSA II Version 2.4;
Kruss GmbH, Hamburg) was used for contact angle measurements, which were estimated/calculated using the ‘Young–
Laplace Fit’ method. All samples were analysed ‘as is’, except for
analysis using TEM where the materials were prepared by
scraping the synthesized VG oﬀ the support surface in order to
deposit them onto a TEM grid for analysis.

SEM images of V1Graphene, V2Graphene, V3Graphene and V4Graphene samples; A to D respectively.
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Physicochemical characterisation (of vertical graphene
electrodes)
The vertically aligned graphene (VG) electrodes were fabricated
via an ERC-CVD method (see Experimental section) with the
distance between the plasma source and substrate varied to
produce a range of VG samples with distinct microstructures
(samples are supported on a SiO2/Si substrate). The distances
utilised were 10, 20, 30 or 40 cm, resulting in the corresponding
VG samples of V1Graphene, V2Graphene, V3Graphene and V4Graphene respectively. This approach gives rise to samples with
various heights, inter-layer spacing and results in a range of
edge plane densities. In order to understand the structural and
compositional diﬀerences between the range of VG electrodes,
Raman spectroscopy, SEM, TEM, Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM) and XPS were performed.
SEM images of the VG samples are depicted in Fig. 1 (A to D
respectively for V1–V4Graphene), including cross-sectional images
and inserts depicting top-down views. It is clear from inspection of
the SEM images that the VG samples oﬀer an interconnected and
compact network of graphene nano-ower like structural formations that are in place and extend ‘outward’ perpendicular to the
substrate surface. It is also obvious to see that diﬀerent spacing,
heights and thus exposed edge plane densities are evident within
the various graphene structures. One can determine a morphological trend based on the distance from the plasma source. As shown
in Fig. 1, a decrease in the substrate–plasma distance results in an
increase of the VG height, with the inverse true in the case of the
largest gap/distance between the plasma and the substrate resulting in less growth, smaller graphene height and thus larger interlayer spacing. TEM characterisation (see Fig. 2) conrms this
inference, illustrating the diﬀerent spacing and edge plane content
relating to the various exposures of the V1–V4Graphene samples.
Table 1 depicts the average vertical height, sheet resistivity
and contact angle (CA) recorded for the VG electrodes. It is
evident that the height of the VG network decreases from
517.65 nm (for V1Graphene) to 159.22 nm (for V4Graphene) as
determined above, and that the recorded sheet resistivity for
these samples is inuenced. The sheet resistance increases
from 97 to 806 U ,1 when comparing the V1Graphene and
V4Graphene electrodes respectively. Clearly, the closer the
substrate is to the plasma source the more vertical graphene
growth occurs (V1Graphene), resulting in taller/bigger structures with closer stacking and more edge plane sites (a more
interconnected network of layers), consequently resulting in
less surface resistivity. One can potentially infer therefore that
such a sample (V1Graphene) will possess favourable electrochemical properties and electrode performance compared to
the inverse case (i.e. inversely V4Graphene, which at a greater
plasma distance of 40 cm, has less graphene growth and larger
inter-stacking distances, likely resulting in comparatively poor
electrochemical responses).
Contact angle (CA) measurements were performed to determine the hydrophobicity of the VG samples and found to
remain between 132.2 and 133.8 at the various samples,
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conrming the hydrophobic nature of such graphene
samples,59 which is in line with literature reports on other
carbon surfaces, such as on screen printed graphitic electrodes,
horizontal CVD graphene and HOPG which exhibit CAs of 117,
94 and 91 respectively.60–63
Next, Raman characterisation of the graphene electrodes was
performed, with the obtained spectra included in Fig. S1,† and
the respective ratios, intensities and full width half-maximum
(FWHM) values provided in Table S1.† The Raman spectra of
the VG electrodes exhibit the typical D (ca. 1355 cm1), G (ca.
1586 cm1), 2D (ca. 2702 cm1) and D + D0 (ca. 2947 cm1)
peaks, conrming the samples to indeed comprise vertical
aligned graphene. Graphene's D band is well-known to relate to
defects or edges in the lattice structure, the G band is generally
associated to graphitic materials and the 2D band is related to
the stacking order of the graphene.64,65 The I2D/IG ratios of our
electrodes were 0.84, 0.81, 0.80 and 0.62 at V1–V4Graphene
respectively. According to the literature,64,65 these values correspond to a ake thickness of double layer graphene for V1 and
V2Graphene and few/quasi-graphene (average of 4-graphene
layers) for V3 and V4Graphene respectively. The D band FWHM
values from the Raman spectrum are ca. 40 to 42 cm1, which
also conrm the presence of no more than 4 (averaged) layers of
graphene in all samples.64,65 FWHM values for graphene's 2D
band is also a common method for estimating the number of
graphene layers, where a single layer conguration exhibits
a single sharp 2D band,66,67 while increasing layer numbers
cause a widening of the band. The values for the 2D band's
FWHM of our samples is included in Table S1† and these
support the calculated number of layers reported above
(although due to the nature of our vertical graphene, compared
to horizontal graphene values commonly reported in the literature, we have not estimated the exact number of layers using
this method). As conrmed in the SEM characterisation, vertical
graphene is comprised of vertical stacks of graphene layers,
which are detected via Raman as an elevated D band given that
the edge plane sites are exposed.68 If requiring more information, the respective Raman ngerprints of our VG electrodes are
reported in Table S1.†
XPS characterisation was performed (an overview of the
acquired data is presented in Table S2†) to provide insight into
the chemical composition of the VG structures, conrming the
presence of two main elements: carbon (C1s at ca. 284.5 eV) and
oxygen (O1s at ca. 531.7 eV). The presence of a main C1s peak at
ca. 284.5 eV corresponds to C]C sp2 bonded graphitic structures, with a smaller peak at ca. 285.6 eV relating to edge plane
like-sites/defects (likely C–H), and smaller peaks present at ca.
286.6 and 287 eV that are likely to correspond to adsorbed
impurities (such as –C–O and –C]O–/–O–C]O groups). The
appearance of O1s-related groups indicates that the oxygen
present is bonding to the VG surface (not only adsorbed).69,70 It
is important to note that the percentage of atomic O1s is 8.35,
3.30, 3.36 and 4.43% for the V1Graphene–V4Graphene samples
respectively. Given these low values and the use of the near-ideal
outer sphere electrochemical redox probe, RuHex, the carbon
structural conguration is the only factor under investigation
herein. Therefore, the electrochemical response reported is
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Fig. 2

TEM images of V1Graphene (A and B), V2Graphene (C and D), V3Graphene (E and F) and V4Graphene (G and H) respectively.

likely to vary depending only on the heights, spacing and edge
plane like-sites/defects of the VG samples.
Finally, AFM proles were collected and are shown in
Fig. S2,† with the corresponding data presented in Table S3†
(AFM analysis includes the average roughness (Ra) and root

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

mean square roughness (Rq), as is commonly reported in the
literature). The roughness for the VG electrodes (determined by
tapping-mode AFM analysis) were: Ra values of between 17.65 to
5.15 nm for the V1Graphene–V4Graphene samples respectively;
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Table 1 Vertical height, sheet resistance and contact angle (CA)
analysis of the VG samples

Sample

Vertical height/nm

Sheet rest.,
U ,1

CA/degree

V1Graphene
V2Graphene
V3Graphene
V4Graphene

517.65
227.56
201.91
159.22

97
407
641
806

132.195
132.988
132.195
133.816

and Rq values varying similarly from 23.01 to 6.67 nm (V1Graphene–V4Graphene respectively).
The physicochemical characterisation of the range of VG
electrodes to be utilised for electrochemical experiments has
revealed them to possess increased graphene heights and
densities of layer stacking when fabricated with smaller/closer
plasma–substrate distances. A decrease in the proximity of
substrate and plasma source during synthesis increases the
substrate temperature, which has been reported to increase the
kinetics of H-radicals on the substrate surface, exhibiting
higher migration energy and deposition rates of carbon and
hydrocarbon clusters.71 The resultant diﬀering resistance values
and changes in the thickness of the VG networks will have
a signicant impact on electrochemical reactions.70
Electrochemistry at vertically aligned graphene (VG)
electrodes
In order to electrochemically characterise and explore the
inuence of structural morphology and composition on the
electrochemical performance at our various VG electrodes, the
near-ideal outer-sphere redox probe hexaammineruthenium(III)
chloride (RuHex, Ru(NH3)62+/3+) was employed. We utilise this
well-known and widely characterised outer-sphere electrochemical redox system due to its dependence only on the electronic structure (DoS) of carbon-based electrode materials and
thus the ability to relate this to the coverage of edge plane sites,
which will oﬀer useful fundamental insights. As a control and
benchmarking exercise for our VG platforms, conventional
(horizontal) CVD mono- and few-layer (termed quasi-) graphene
and additional EPPG electrodes are studied, compared and
their electrochemistry reported.
Fig. 3 depicts the cyclic voltammetric signatures recorded
using the RuHex electrochemical redox probe (Fig. S3† exhibits
the full scan rate studies performed at the V1Graphene–V4Graphene electrodes). Table 2 reports values for the peak-topeak separation (DEP), heterogeneous electron transfer (HET)
rates (k0eﬀ) and the percentage of edge plane coverage (% qedge)
determined at each of the electrodes.
In terms of the VG samples, the DEP is shown to decrease as
the substrate–plasma distance is shortened, indicating
improved kinetics, which is evidenced and supported by the
calculated HET rates (k0eﬀ) altering from ca. 4.00  103 to 3.05
 104 cm s1 for V1 and V4Graphene respectively (at RuHex) –
a signicant change of over one order of magnitude. Correlating
this to the physicochemical characterisation reported above, it
is clear that the electrode possessing taller graphene structures

Nanoscale Adv.

Cyclic voltammograms recorded in 1 mM RuHex in 0.1 M KCl
(100 mV s1, vs. SCE); at (A) the VG samples and (B) speciﬁcally at
V1Graphene compared to CVD single-, CVD quasi-graphene and
EPPG electrodes. (C) Respective plots of DEP against scan rate at each
of the electrodes, illustrating the range of reversibility/reactivity.
Fig. 3

that are stacked closer together (more dense) and thus which
possesses a higher number of edge planes that are interconnected within the network of layers, not only exhibits less
surface resistivity, but this translates into improved

Table 2 Peak-to-peak (DEP) separation, heterogeneous electron
transfer rate constants (k0eﬀ) and percentage edge plane coverage (%
qedge) values determined using 1 mM RuHex in 0.1 M KCl (vs. SCE)

EPPG
V1Graphene
V2Graphene
V3Graphene
V4Graphene
Quasi-G
Mono-G

DEP/mV (@100 mV s1)

k0eﬀ/cm s1

% qedge

100.1
134.2
144.1
161.1
280.7
183.1
227.1

7.60  103
4.00  103
2.29  103
1.72  103
3.05  104
1.58  103
1.11  103

1.90
1.00
0.57
0.43
0.08
0.40
0.28
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electrochemical properties, with the favourable structural
conguration benecially inuencing the DoS at the given VG
electrode (V1Graphene). Furthermore, note that the electrochemical behaviour of the EPPG electrode (ca. 7.60  103 cm
s1) is clearly the most reversible and that the horizontal
monolayer graphene (ca. 1.11  103 cm s1) is less favourable
for fast kinetics in electrochemistry due to their respective
structures, with the VG samples completing the range between
these two extremes.
The percentage of edge plane like-sites/defects coverage (%
qedge) comprising the various electrode surfaces is calculated
from the k0eﬀ, as shown in the Experimental section. As expected,
the mono- and quasi-CVD graphene electrodes have ca. 0.28 and
0.4% of their surface covered by edge plane like-sites/defects
respectively, which compares to ca. 1.00, 0.57, 0.43 and 0.08%
for the V1–V4Graphenes respectively and ca. 1.90% for EPPG.
These results conrm that the EPPG electrode oﬀers the highest
coverage of active edge plane like-sites/defects (as expected),
however, that the VG electrodes oﬀer a range of edge plane

Nanoscale Advances
coverages which vary due to their morphologies (microstructural changes such as the height of the vertical graphene
network, spacing between graphene petals, and network
density).
To investigate the implications of the various structural
congurations further and add robustness to the above observations and inferences, we next explore the electrochemical
redox probe TMPD (Fig. S4† depicts the voltammetric scan rate
studies). Table S4† reports the (DEP) and HET rates
(k0eﬀ) determined at each of the electrodes when using TMPD. It
is clear that the responses observed at TMPD follow the same
trend reported with RuHex. An exception to this is the response
of V1Graphene, which exhibits k0eﬀ and DEP values that are
somewhat perturbed from the expectation and trend evident at
the other electrodes. In-depth consideration of the physicochemical characterisation relating to this electrode reveals that
the unusual response is likely due to the higher percentage of
surface oxygen species it possesses when compared with the
alternatives (i.e. ca. 8% vs. ca. 3%, see Table S2†)53,57,58 where,

Schematic illustrating the eﬀect of the microstructure height, spacing, edge density and inter-connected networks of VG electrodes in
relation to electrochemical response. The range of structures oﬀer a tailored/tuneable electrochemical platform in terms of HET kinetics, where
CVD grown ‘ﬂat’ graphene exhibits slow rates and the EPPG electrode possesses the fastest HET.

Fig. 4
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although reported as an outer-sphere redox probe, it has been
reported previously that unusually high levels of oxygenated
surface groups can inhibit the electrochemical process with
TMPD;53,72 thus we have included the results for this electrode in
appropriate tables/gures but will exclude V1Graphene from
our discussion so that we are able to compare ‘like for like’.
With respect to the electrochemical performance of TMPD at
the VG electrodes, the observed DEP values change from ca. 87.9
to 200.2 mV (at 100 mV s1) as one moves from V2Graphene to
V4Graphene (see Table S4†), and hence support the earlier
inferences that the electrochemical response is more favourable
at the taller, denser and edge plane abundant VG structure
(V2Graphene in this case). Calculated HET rates
(k0eﬀ) corroborate these ndings, decreasing from ca. 5.47 
103 to 1.28  103 cm s1 when determined at V2Graphene
compared to V4Graphene respectively. Note that for this probe
(TMPD), the DEP values for monolayer graphene and EPPG were
ca. 205.1 and 95.2 mV (at 100 mV s1) and calculated k0eﬀ values
were ca. 1.81  103 and 8.00  103 cm s1 respectively. These
results, as expected, allow a range to be determined where EPPG
possesses the most densely stacked graphene layers (largest
coverage of edge plane sites) and consequently the most
favourable electrochemical kinetics, with the various VG
samples completing an inner range of performances varying
from fast (V2Graphene) to slow (V4Graphene) kinetics (correlating to the respective edge plane content and changing
morphology/microstructure), and with monolayer horizontally
aligned graphene possessing the slowest HET rates given its low
edge plane composition.
Considering the full range of redox probes and samples studied
herein (i.e. the horizontal mono- and quasi-graphene, the VG, and
the EPPG structures/electrodes at both RuHex and TMPD) and
considering the electrochemical response in relation to the physicochemical characterisation, a clear correlation is evident between
the orientation, height, layer-density and interconnectivity of the
graphene layers/network, such that those structures possessing
a higher number of edge plane sites exhibit improved and
favourable electrochemical properties. Fig. 4 depicts a visual
illustration of these ndings, where a trend in the relationship
between the reported electrochemical properties of the VG samples
(when compared to EPPG and CVD horizontal graphene) has been
shown to be directly related to the structural geometry and
composition of the diﬀerent VG networks. We have de-convoluted
the electrochemical responses and provided evidence that a higher
density of edge plane like-site/defects (when using VG electrodes)
results in improved HET rates. Experimental observations conrm
that the vertical graphene structures reported oﬀer intermediate
platforms in terms of HET kinetics, between the two extremes of
horizontal monolayer graphene (exhibiting the slowest kinetics)
and that of EPPG (from HOPG) possessing the most densely
stacked layers and hence the fastest HET rates and electrochemical
reversibility. Regarding the performance of the VG samples (and
based on the electron transfer rates recorded at the outer-sphere
redox probe RuHex), we conclude that V1Graphene exhibits the
largest qedge and resultantly exhibits the fastest k0eﬀ value due to its
microstructure.
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The wide range of performances observed/reported herein
with respect to a change in the structural conguration and the
consequent number of available edge plane sites supports the
inference that such microstructural features are the predominant origin of fast electron transfer kinetics. These are shown to
inuence the macroscale electrochemical response and as such,
these fundamental insights (in the absence of inuence from
oxygenated species) will allow researchers to eﬀectively tailor
their electrode composition to attain the desired kinetic
response required for specic applications in the future.

Conclusions
We have, for the rst time, shown a correlation in the structure
of ECR-CVD grown vertically aligned graphene (VG) directly
upon its heterogeneous electron transfer (HET) kinetics in
terms of the density of active edge plane like-site/defects
comprising the microstructure. VGs with a larger height, close
interlayer stacking, and thus an improved density of edge plane
sites exhibited improved electrochemical responses compared
to the inverse. Importantly, given that pristine monolayer graphene has a low degree of edge plane coverage compared to the
multilayered structures of quasi-graphene and EPPG (and the
favourably aligned VGs), in comparison, it exhibits poor electrochemical properties in terms of ‘fast’ HET kinetics. The
ability to tailor graphene's electrochemical response through
surface composition/control makes this a fascinating area of
study. Through performing these comparative experiments, we
have been able to conrm fundamental insights, that the
macroscopic electrochemical response of graphene (and
carbon-based electrodes alike) is highly dependent on the
global coverage and density of edge plane sites across the VG
network, the presence of which determines the electrode's
electrochemical behaviour.
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